Year 10 Summer Project: Find 3 artist who…….
This is an AQA project where students will produce a resource page based on artists’ materials and techniques. Students will be able to analyse and explain their
choices showing a clear link to and take inspiration from the work of others. Research work will be completed over the summer and a development piece will be
completed on paper at the start of year 10
ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING
SMSC/NUMERACY/LITERACY
AREAS COVERED
Opportunities
Assessment in this unit will be developed in a number of ways:
SMSC - group discussions and
Artist
Drawing
Teacher Assessments: Students will be provided regular feedback for work to allow
evaluations, group work.
Research
students to revisit and refine work that has been completed. This will be through sketchbook
Painting
Design
checks using the student checklist and school marking scheme, individual and group
NUMERACY discussions - [Formative]. Students completed project will be assessed using the KS3 level
Scale, measurements,
descriptors. - [Summative].
Collage
Digital
Peer Assessment: Students will develop techniques in assessing the work of their peers, to LITERACY allow for peer mentoring skills and developing a deeper knowledge of the assessment
Print Making
Culture
Discussion, evaluation, annotation,
and/or learning requirements. Students will feedback using verbal communication.
targeted questioning, looking and
Self-Assessment: Students will develop skills in assessing their own ability with the aim to
evaluating artists work, group
Sculpture
Graphics
improve attainment.
presentations.
Targeted Questioning: This will be a constant process throughout the unit of work, to
Other…
enable all learners to evidence understanding of their knowledge, skills and understanding.
RAG: used to regularly check understanding of tasks at various stages. Students will be
Mixed Media
encouraged to seek support from peers that are confident with the task, to use the Q&A
PowerPoint & refer to any worksheets.
Learning

Task I

Task 2

1

Learning Activities
Find a range of Artists:
 Visual research – collect
the names of 3 artists for
each box
 Select one visual example
using one chosen artist for
each box

Objectives
 To demonstrate effective
research skills when drawing
initial theme images.
 To demonstrate prior
knowledge
 To be able to identify areas
for improvement.

Presentation of Research:
 Research one artists’ style
and technique
 Create a practical piece of
work using the same
material style or technique





To create an artist study
using a range of materials
and techniques
To practice research and
presentation skills

Outcomes
1. I can identity and name artists but
relevance is weak.
2. I can identify key features of an artists’
work and present clearly.
3. I can use research skills purposefully to
achieve an effective presentation
including the name of artist and an
example of their work.




I can present my practical artwork.
I can select/choose a range of materials
and techniques and clearly state
relevance to my chosen artist.
I can successfully analyse my practical
work and research to show a strong
knowledge and understanding. I am
able to suggest improvements to my
work.

Assessment
Student peer assessment [WWW/EBI comment for
initial sketches]
Use of RAG to check development of skills.
Verbal/written feedback – teacher.
Verbal feedback - teacher support
RAG used to check understanding and success.
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